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century;  but I do not think that It was its ultimate
cause.
I rather believe—and here I wish to express myself
very tentatively, for I am embarking on an uncharted
sea—that this ultimate reason is to be sought in a
certain harmony amongst the peoples : In an under-
lying aspiration in the eighteenth century which was
common to all Europe. The oneness of that century
is to be crystallized in the little phrase " aspiration
towards freedom ".
It was that aspiration which sent the Huguenots into
exile; the whole century, from the Revocation of
the Edict to Goethe enthroned In Weimar as the
spiritual monarch of Europe, Is one long and gradual
achievement of what Kant called growing enlighten-
ment—which, taking a wider basis, we might call
ever-widening human freedom. This aspiration
towards freedom was the basic idea that bound the
peoples together, bound them just as surely as the
clarion call to fight the battle of the Christian faith
in Palestine gave the middle ages one soul: or the
sudden discovery of " the glory that was Greece and
the grandeur that was Rome " created the being of
the Renaissance.
All the deep-seated pedagogic tendencies of the
eighteenth century aimed at the education and emanci-
pation, at the freedom, of man. And each of the
nations fought its battle for freedom in its own way. In
England ours was fought in the House of Commons;
in France—long suppressed—there came a violent
explosion, and freedom had to be won at the
barricades of the Great Revolution; and In Germany
—the Germany of the shadowy Roman Empire
and the innumerable petty principalities, a Germany
with neither political life nor political freedom—
the battle was fought out in the minds and souls of
her people. Here it was a battle, not for political
freedom, but for inward, spiritual freedom, a battle
against the sinister forces of misdirected will and

